
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of advisory architect. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for advisory architect

Creates project and systems architecture deliverables that are consistent with
principles, standards, methodologies, and best practices
Owns and develops project initiation documents including objectives, scope,
approach, estimates, and deliverables, when needed
Stays abreast of changes in technology landscape, and provides guidance
around overall strategy for solutions architecture
Serves as a model for a culture of execution, operational excellence, and
accountability
Anticipates barriers to progress and works to remove them
Accountable for developing a business architecture strategy that sits across
the I&S program
Responsible for applying a structured business architecture approach and
methodology for capturing key positions of the I&S portfolio
Responsible for developing and maintaining business capabilities of the
program
Responsible for capturing the tactical and strategic portfolio goals that
provide traceability through the program, and are mapped to metrics that
provide ongoing governance
Responsible for capturing the relationships among roles, capabilities and
business units within the program and portfolio, the decomposition of those
business units into sub-units, and the internal management of those units
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Must possess the ability to successfully plan, prioritize, and organize work
activities and adhere to strict deadlines follow instructions, procedures, and
policies
12+ in SAP including 5+ years in lead Technical architect roles involving
implementations, upgrade, migrate with a heavy focus on Basis and technical
lead Integrator and architect type roles
Need to completely be up to date with HEC Standards, Pricing, architecture
and Delivery Process
Experience with pricing an opportunity to close a HEC opportunity including,
CDD and other some presales activity
Experience in evaluating change orders and providing team guidance on
architecture
Knowledge of inner workings of SAP ABAP layer


